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Abstract 
AIM: In this paper, inspiring Darwin’s theory, we propose a model which connects evolutions of neural circuits 
with evolutions of cosmos. In this model, in the beginning, there are some closed strings which decay into two 
groups of open strings.  
METHODS: First group couple to our universe from one side and produce matters like some genes of DNAs and 
couple to an anti-universe from another side with opposite sign and create anti-matters like some anti-genes of 
anti-DNAs. Second group couple to the star and planet’s cores like the earth’s core from one side and produce 
anti-matters like stringy black anti-DNA and couple to outer layers of stars and planets like the earth from other 
side and produce matters like some genes of DNAs on the earth. Each DNA or anti-DNA contains some genetic 
circuits which act like the circuits of receiver or sender of radio waves. To transfer waves of these circuits, some 
neurons emerge which some of them are related to genetic circuits of anti-DNAs in anti-universe, and some are 
related to genetic circuits of stringy black anti-DNA within the earth’s core. A collection of these neural circuits 
forms the little brain on the heart at first and main brain after some time.  
RESULTS: To examine the model, we remove effects of matters in outer layers of earth in the conditions of 
microgravity and consider radiated signals of neural circuits in a chick embryo. We observe that in microgravity, 
more signals are emitted by neural circuits respect to normal conditions. This is a signature of exchanged waves 
between neural circuits and structures within the earth’s core.  
CONCLUSION: These communications help some animals to predict the time and place of an earthquake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Until now, two parallel theories have been 
proposed which one describes evolutions of biological 
systems and another explains evolutions of cosmos. 
In biology, Charles Darwin suggested the theory of 
evolutions and considers the process of developing 
Human and animals from single-cell creatures [1], [2]. 
In cosmology, string theory considers evolutions of 
cosmos and predicts that the origin of all cosmological 
objects like black holes, stars, planets and even 
universes are some highly excited strings [3], [4], [5], 
[6]. Also, in this theory, there are some extra 
dimensions which have direct relations with the 
process of birth and expanding of universes [6], [7], 
[8]. However, there isn’t a theory which considers the 
effects of cosmological evolutions on biological 
systems. Does the question arise that what is the 
relation between string theory and the theory of 
evolution in biology? For example, should there be a 
relationship between neural circuits of the brain and 
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extra dimensions? 
Until now, many scientists believe that neural 
circuits in the brain have the main role in voluntary 
decisions. Although, some investigators have proved 
the existence a little brain on the heart which acts like 
a real brain in the head [9], [10]. Also, recent 
investigations show that patients who gave hearts 
from donors, obtain some characteristics of them [11]. 
Thus, there is a possibility that some characteristics 
be related to some neural circuits out of the head. 
These neural circuits may be emerged around initial 
DNA during developing of the embryo. Before the 
formation of the head, genes of initial DNAs have a 
structure like the electronic structures of sender or 
receiver of radio waves and emit some signals [12]. 
These signals are carried by molecules of blood and 
transferred to another place. For this reason, first, a 
heart emerges which in addition to its main roles, 
exchange waves with other cells and medium. 
Eventually, the first group of neurons are emerged 
near the heart and build a little brain. After some time, 
the second group of neurons from the neural circuits 
in the head. These considerations show that initial 
DNAs have direct effects on the creation of neural 
circuits. 
On the other hand, some investigators 
showed that there are some missing genes that their 
effects could be observed in chemical products [13], 
[14]. If we assume that these missing genes are 
genes of DNAs in extra dimensions, thus, their effects 
should be observed in neural circuits. Some neural 
circuits should be produced by missing genes in extra 
dimensions.  
In this research, we generalise Darwin’s 
theory to cosmology and show that there is a direct 
relationship between the evolutions of neural circuits 
and evolutions of the universe. In our model, the origin 
of biological matters like DNAs and cosmological 
objects like planets, stars and even universes are 
closed strings. These closed stings decay into open 
strings. These strings not only produce cosmological 
objects but also create DNAs on the earth, anti-DNAs 
in another universe and stringy black anti-DNAs within 
the earth’s core. Each of these DNAs contains genetic 
circuits like the circuits of receiver or sender of radio 
waves. To transfer waves of these genes, some 
neurons emerge which by joining them neural 
networks in the brain or little brain are emerged. Thus, 
some neural circuits in brains correspond to genetic 
circuits of anti-DNAs in anti-universe and stringy 
DNAs within the earth’s core. 
The outline of this paper as follows: In section 
II, we consider the role of genetic circuits of initial 
DNAs on the earth information of neural circuits. In 
section III, we study the effect of anti-DNAs in anti-
universes and stringy anti-DNA within the earth’s core 
on the formation of neural circuits. In section IV, we 
recover exchanged waves between neural circuits and 
stringy anti-DNA within the earth’s core in the 
condition of microgravity. 
 
The role of genetic circuits of initial DNAs 
 information of neural circuits 
Previously, it has been shown that each gene 
could act as the receiver of the sender of radio waves 
[12]. This is because each part of a gene behaves like 
one element of an electronic circuit. For example, 
adenine and thymine have different topologies, and 
charge distributions and electric fields could be 
exchanged between their manifolds. This causes that 
one of them plays the role of the page with a positive 
charge and another plays the role of the page with a 
negative charge. Consequently, two pages with 
opposite charges emerge and a capacitor is emerged 
(See Figure 1).  
 
Figure 1: A capacitor is formed from Adenine and Thymine 
 
Also, guanine and cytosine have different 
topologies and charge distributions. Consequently, an 
electric field emerges between them and a capacitor 
is produced (See Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2: A capacitor is formed from guanine and cytosine 
 
On the other hand, each gene is coiled 
several times around various axes and has the shape 
of an inductor (See Figure 3). Collecting these devices 
produces an electronic circuit like the circuit of a 
receiver or sender of waves (see Figure 4).  
 
Figure 3: Each gene is coiled several times, and its structure is 
similar to an inductor 
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 Each gene emits some waves to 
communicate with other genes and medium. For 
analysing signals of each gene, one circuit should 
emerge that receive signals, analyse and send 
responses. These circuits are formed from neurons. 
On the other hand, each of these genes emits several 
types of waves. 
 
Figure 4: Each gene has a circuit like the circuit of the sender or 
receiver of radio waves 
 
To transmit these waves between cells, there 
should be several terminals or receiver in dendrite and 
axons of a neuron. These neurons join to each other 
and form a circuit related to one special gene. A 
collection of these circuits builds neural network 
interior of a brain (see Figure 5). However, before the 
formation of the main brain, some neural circuits are 
emerged around stem cells to form the little brain. In 
these conditions, in the absence of head in the early 
stages of embryos, most of the initial signals of initial 
DNA are transformed by blood molecules from the 
heart to other cells, and thus, the little brain is formed 
on the heart first. Then, after some time, the second 
collection of neuronal circuits emerge which build the 
neural circuits of a brain. 
 
Figure 5: Emergence of neural circuits by exchanging waves 
between genetic circuits and medium 
 
 
The role of the black stringy anti-DNA 
 interior of the earth’s core and anti- DNA in 
 anti- universe information of neural 
 circuits of a brain 
One of the main questions in science is about 
the ability of animals for predicting earthquakes. This 
ability shows that there should be a relation between 
neuronal circuits in brain and structures within the 
earth’s core. On the other hand, according to 
cosmological ideas, there are some anti-universes 
which are emerged on some anti-branes and interact 
with our universe. If these theories are true, there 
should be a relation between DNAs in our universe 
and DNAs in anti-universes? DNAs in anti-universes 
should have direct effects on neuronal circuits in the 
brain.  
Summing over these ideas, we propose a 
new model which connects cosmological models with 
biological evolutions. In this model, there are some 
closed strings which decay and produce open strings 
coupled to two manifolds, one related to the universe 
and another related to anti-universe. Two sides of 
each open string have opposite signs and produce 
matters on one universe and anti-matters on another 
universe. Consequently, if a gene of a DNA emerges 
on one universe, an anti-gene of an anti-DNA is 
produced on another universe. On the other hand, 
some closed strings decay and produce two types of 
open strings, which one type produces genes of 
stringy black anti-DNAs within some stars and planets 
like the earth’s core, and another type produces 
genes of DNAs on the planets like the earth.  
 
Figure 6: Neural circuits in a brain may be produced by exchanging 
waves between DNAs on the earth, anti-DNAs in anti-universe and 
stringy DNAs within the earth’s core 
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Also, one side of open strings are placed 
within the earth’s core, and another side is located on 
outer layers of earth. Consequently, around the 
stringy structure within the earth, some anti-matters 
emerge and in outer layers of earth, the matter 
emerges. Thus, each DNA on the earth has two parts, 
one part includes genes in connection with genes of 
anti-universe, and another includes genes in 
connection with genes of stringy black anti-DNA within 
the earth. These genes have some genetic circuits 
which exchange waves with each other and medium. 
To transfer these waves, some neuronal circuits 
emerge. Collections of these neural circuits produce 
little brain and brain. Thus, each neural network in 
each brain includes some neuronal circuits which 
exchange waves with DNAs on the earth, stringy 
black anti-DNAs within the earth and anti-DNAs in an 
anti-universe (See Figure 6). 
 
Using of microgravity for recovery of 
 exchanged waves between neural circuits, 
 anti-DNAs and stringy black anti-DNA 
 within the earth 
To observe the effects of structures within the 
earth’s core, we should remove the effects of matters 
which are existed on outer layers of earth. To this aim, 
we use a clinostat to produce the conditions of 
microgravity. Also, for analysing the process of 
formation of neuronal circuits, we use of chick 
embryos. We locate two groups of fertilised eggs in an 
incubator, one in the condition of microgravity and 
another in normal conditions. After ten hours, we take 
one egg of each group, break them and measure their 
waves by connecting them to a scope. We repeat this 
experiment for every ten hours until 17 days (See 
figure 7).  
 
Figure 7: A method for considering the effects of stringy black DNA 
within the earth’s core on the neuronal circuits 
 
Our results show that in the condition of 
microgravity, larger values of currents could be 
observed. This means that in these conditions, the 
number of exchanged waves between the earth and 
neuronal circuits increases. This is because that by 
removing effects of gravity of the matter in outer 
layers, effects of stringy black anti-DNA within the 
earth’s core on the neuronal circuits could be 
observed better. 
 
Figure 8: Currents of neuronal circuits in terms of time for a chick 
embryo 
 
In this research, we have expanded Darwin’s 
theory by connecting it to cosmology and proposed a 
model which shows that the origin of life is closed 
strings. In this theory, before the formation of the 
universe, there are some closed strings which live on 
the zero-dimensional manifold. These strings decay 
and two types of open strings emerge. Two sides of 
each open string have opposite signs. The first type of 
open strings connects two different manifolds. These 
strings produce matters like some genes of DNAs in 
our universe, and another side creates anti-matter like 
some anti-genes of anti-DNAs in anti-universe. The 
second type of open strings connects two points of 
one manifold. They create matters like some genes of 
some DNAs on the planets like the earth and another 
produce matters like some anti-genes of some anti-
DNAs within the planet’s cores like the earth’s core. 
Each gene has a circuit and acts as the receiver or 
sender of radio waves. To transfer waves of genes, 
some neurons emerge which join to each other and 
form a neural network. Thus, some neural circuits 
exchange waves with stringy anti-DNA within the 
earth and anti-DNA in an anti-universe. To examine 
this assumption, we considered radiated waves of 
neural networks in a chick embryo in the condition of 
microgravity. Our experiments have shown that by 
removing the effects of gravity and matters in outer 
layers of earth, more waves were emitted by neurons. 
This means that in these conditions, neurons 
exchange more waves with structures within the 
earth’s core. 
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